Monday, January 15 and 18, 1982, prior to the time that perma-
nent stoppings were constructed (Tr. 249).  Pittman then said
that he could explain why his return readings in October 1981
were greater than the intake.  His explanation was that in
October 1981 the 3B Section was being developed in the area
which is shown in red on Exhibit 21 in this proceeding.  At
that time, according to Pittman, the air coming into the 3B
Section was going so completely to some punchouts at the out-
crop of the mine, that it was necessary to place stoppings
over the punchouts to restrict the flow of air through the
punchouts so that air could be directed to the working faces
(Tr. 251) .  Pittman further explained that in October 1981
there were permanent stoppings between the Nos. 4 and 5 en-
tries which forced air to go to the working faces and pass a-
long the last open crosscut so as to bring about a higher
reading at the return than at the intake of the entries then
being mined (Tr. 261-270) .  Pittman also claimed that in Octo-
ber 1981 they had three sets of check curtains across the belt
and that they were working about six or seven breaks away from
the belt so that the air was forced along the permanent stop-
pings to the working faces (Tr. 274-275).
Pittman's efforts to explain why he was properly report-
ing truthful return readings higher than the intake readings
in October 1981 but that McConnell had to be reporting false
readings in 1982 if he reported return readings equal to or
greater than the intake readings were not convincing because
one of his own crew members (Simms) testified that even after
the permanent stoppings requested by Pittman were constructed
in the 3B Section, air continued to leak down the belt and
track entry so that the section foremen had to maintain a con-
stant vigil over check curtains inby the tailpiece to prevent
air from leaking down the belt entry instead of going to the
working faces (Tr. 1017).  On January 18, 1982, when Blanken-
ship, the mine superintendent, caught Pittman producing coal
without adequate ventilation, it was necessary only to rehang
or adjust two check curtains near the tailpiece to provide an
adequate volume of air to the working section, as I have ex-
plained on page 19, supra.  It is obvious that Pittman was
continually failing to assure that the check curtains inby the
tailpiece were properly hung during his shift, whereas McCon-
nell was maintaining proper check curtains near the tailpiece
when he was supervising the 3B Section.  That difference be-
tween the Pittman's and McConnell's method of operating the
section would account for the fact that McConnell obtained
adequate ventilation for operating the 3B Section, whereas
Pittman could not do so.  The foregoing assertion is supported
by the fact that Pittman's own explanation as to why accurate
return readings larger than intake readings could be obtained
in October 1981, but could not be obtained on January 15 and
18, 1982, included an assertion that the check curtains at the
belt had to be maintained in 1981 to direct air to the working
faces (Tr. 272).
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